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About PARARI 2017
PARARI is an international explosive ordnance and munitions safety symposium hosted jointly by the Australian Department of Defence Directorate of Ordnance Safety, Thales and the Capability Systems Centre at UNSW Canberra. The Conference welcomes delegates from around the globe to discuss a broad range of explosives, munitions and weapons safety topics.

Call for Presentations
PARARI encourages the submission of proposals for refereed presentations at the conference within the following four frameworks:

**Refereed Paper.** Provides an opportunity for researchers and practitioners in academia, government and industry to present the results of their investigations associated with EO and EO safety. All papers accepted into these sessions will have been refereed on the full paper. The papers will be published online with the PARARI Proceedings. Refereed paper presentations are 30 minutes in duration.

**Update. Presentation.** Provides a non-commercial update of key technologies and/or issues associated with EO and EO safety. Updates are 50 minutes in duration.

**Product Brief.** Provides information on a commercial EO product or capability associated with EO or EO safety. Product briefs are considered a form of sponsorship, the cost of which is outlined in the PARARI 2017 Exhibition and Sponsorship Prospectus (currently $1,100). Product briefs are 50 minutes in duration.

**Tutorial.** Provides a non-commercial introduction to key information associated with EO and EO safety. Tutorials should be as interactive as possible to ensure that participants are actively engaged in exploring the issues surrounding the topic. A tutorial is normally 50 minutes long, but tutorials of up to three hours duration may be considered if there is room in the program.

Presentation Submission
The submissions must be emailed in PDF format to parari@unsw.edu.au by Wednesday 14 Aug 17.

Schedule
The following timetable will apply:
Submission of abstracts for review - 14 Aug 17
Comments to presenters - 11 Sep 17
Deadline for author registration - 3 Oct 17

Further Information
Further information on PARARI 2017 and the Call for Presentations is available at:
unsw.adfa.edu.au/parari